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Otter.b ein University,
-LOCATED AT-

Westerville, Ohio.
WENTY minutes' ride from Columbus, the capital of the State, by the C., A. & C. railway,
five trains each way daily. The last, or forty-eighth, year, was, in every way, the most
successful
in its history, with unusually bright prospects for the future. Both sexes
'
admitted to the same advantages. Fine literary societies, athletic and Christian associations,
ninety to ninety-five per cent. of the students Christians. New association and gymnasium
building, the first of its kind in the State.

Westerville, the site of the University, by means of the Columbus Central Electric Railway,
becomes suburban to the city, and having its advantages, but not its di~advantilgts, is one of the
most beautiful, healthful, intelligent, and moral towns in the stale, and is con~tantly improving.
There are no saloons or other low places of resort. The University is standard in its "Courses of
study and faculty. Instruction thorough; moral and Christian atmosphere uns urpassed. It
offers the following courses:
UNDERGRADUATE:

Classical,
Philosophical,
Literary,
Normal,
Music,
Fine Art.

GRADUATE :

Philosophy,
Pedagogics,
Political and SocialScience,
..
Indo-Iranian Languages and Compa.ratlve Pbdu.to~a.
Latin Language and Literature,
Greek Language and Literature,
English Lauguage and Literature,
Mathematics.

Expenses a s low as ca n be fo und a ny where for the same a dva ntages a nd accommo da ti o ns . Students a dmitted
a t any time. Terms beg in September 4 , 1 895 , J a nu a ry 8, a nd M a r ch 31 , 1 89 6.
For cata logues a n d other in f01·m atio n , a d d ress the President,

THOMAS J. SANDERS, Ph. D.,
WESTERVILLE, Ol'tiO.
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I. N. Custer

G. H. MAYHUGH, M.D.,

IN
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l\£irldQy Block.

OFFICE OYER KEEFER'S DRUG STORE,
WESTERVILLE, 0.
Residenc.e -North State Street.

]. W. MERCHANT,

S. W. DUBOIS,

LOANS,

Real Estate and Fire Insurance.
NOTARY PUBLIC.

BusKIRK,

Corner State and Main
OFFICE UPSTAIRS.

First~ Class

Workmen atzd 'Prompt
' Attention to 'Busitzess.

WESTERVILLE, 0.

Office in Weyant Block,

F. M
..VAN

CITY BARBER.

J. W. YOUNG, M.D.,

D. D. S.,

Str~c,ts,

HOMO:OPATHIC PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
-

WESTERVILLE, 0.

WESTERVILLE, OHIO

OFFICE HOURS.
till 9 a.m. 1 till 3 p.m.
7 till9p.m.

WESTERVILLE, OHIO.

COR. !?TATE AND PARKS

rs.

DON'T YOU FORGET
that the new State Street Bakery and Ice Cream
Parlor is here to stay. Fresh Bread, Pies, Cakes
and Confectionery always on hand.

DR. I. N. SMITH,
WESTERVILLE,
Room No. 2 o* Moses Store.

DID
~
YOU ~
KNOWt

The Ice Cream Parlor
OHIO.

that the best turn-out in town can be
had from VANAUKEN'S City Livery.

Prices Minimum,
Service the Best.

A trial will make you a permanent patron.
OPPOSITE PUBLIC OPINION BLOCK.

Sporting Goods and Bicycles.

is ready for use. The student trade is especially
solicited. Give us a trial.
0

SCHENCK & ARMOLD,
Carter Building,

Bucher
Engraving 74X N. High,
Co.,
coLuMBus, oHio.

Largest and Best Stock in the City. Lowest Prices.
Victor Athletic Goods Lead All Others. Give Them a Trial.

J.

C. SHERWOOD,

447 North H'gh St., on Vi01d\lct,

COLUMBUS, 0

North State Street,

1INE ENGRAVING,
F-TONE WORK and ,
PHOTO-ZINC ETCHING,
DESIGNING FOR CAT ALOGUES, SOUVENIRS,
ETC.

! HAL

-

•
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· THE

KNOX SHOE HOUSE.

Tennis and Bicycle Shoes a Specialty.
Also Agents for the Troy Laundry,
The Largest and Finest in the City.
Holmes Block,
-GO TO-

Dr. KEEFER, the Druggist,

Pure Drugs,
~elect

REMEMBER THE PLACE.
EVERYTHING GOOD TO EAT
AND AT THE VERY LOWEST PRICES

- FOR-

Fine· ~tationery,

WESTERVILLE, OHIO.

Toilet Articles, .

-at the-

Waters ·Provision Store!

.Soaps, Sponges, Brushes, Perfume, Writing Tablets.

FAIR PRICES.

FINE GOODS.

0. BEAVER,

The State Street Butcher
Keeps constantly on
hand all kinds of

~ F~ESH

BEEF. @

Come Early and Bring Your Basket.

THIS

-------- ---·-::::::-:::..... --::::.:::-.:- ...: : : .:=--:::::::::::::--15-

.

M. H. STEWART
Who Clothes all
Otterbein Students.

Customers Receive Polite and Prompt Attention.
WESTERVILLE, OHIO.

STUDENTS' LAUNDRY AGENCY

The Styles
are the latest,

WORK DONE BY

The Goods

Acme Star Laundry

are right.

OF' DAYTON, OHIO.

The Prices

All Work Guaranteed Strictly Firs t - Class.

BASH & MARKLEY, Agents.

lowest.
5

S. STATE ST.

AN AUSTRALIAN LANDSCAPE.
F. S. MINSHALL,

IS morning! The deep shadows of night
fade slowly away and give place to the
'11"'
soft
gray of early dawn. The drowsy
'
hills are just beginning t lift their heads; the
valleys below are still buried in sl11mber. The
air is deep and pure and sweet and still. Here
and there a star still shines through the
twilight, the whippoorwill sounds now and
then his plaintive note; for Erebus has not yet
relinguished his reign.
But watch the changing lines of the sky as
bright caparisoned morn comes on.
The
sepia shades of a moment ago are now streaked
with purple and gold; from the eastern horizon
great spires shoot out, upward and outward,
shaded in deepest carmine and lighted between
and far around with the softest tints of gamboge and blue. Here and there a hoary
headed mountain stands out in bold view and
the long, low line of receding hills appears as
a distant sea. The darkness in the valley
slowly dies, the lark has shak~n the dew from
her wings, the bobolink rises from the tall
grass, and the quail calling to his mate wakes
the deep silence as music wakes the sleeper
from his dreams.
·
A shepherd wends his way through the vale,
followed by his winding flock. A solitary
vulture sails by, the jackdaws chatter noisily
from the thicket, the night-mists, like great
moving canopies, file slowly about the mountains, crouch low in hidden nooks, marshal
themselves for a moment, while the sun, rising
in a sea of vermillion spray, glances full upon
· their tufted, turreted, billowy crests and scatters
them as the wind scatters the withered leaves.
The grass sparkles with myriad gems-the
short-lived pageantry of night-the brook
babbles contentedly, by a thousand tiny mirrors
flash as it leaps o'er the pebbles, buttercups
fringe its brink and the blood-bosomed lily
nods to its gentle sway. The warm sunsl)ine
beams down in great golden bars. The hillsides lie hidden in a thick carpet of anemones
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and violets, the crocus and gentian' bloom in
profusion, while here and there nature has
spread a couch of softest moss. Through the
vista of the trees above the deep ultramarine
of the sky forms a pleasing background to
their emerald leaves. Gay-colored songsters
swing on vine festoons, the redstart sways on
the topmost bough, while over all the sweet
melody of many a feathered throat floats o'er
the vale. The sun, now sailing high in the
azure sea, lends a light enchantment to the
scene. The air is redolent with hawthorne
buds. and the warm, sweet breath of springtime rises from the soil.
Such is the scene so similar to life's bright
morn, so full of prospect and prophecy, so
pregnant with a purer and better something,
so significant of a higher and nobler life. Far
away is the city, shaded by its great umbrella
of smoke, about the streets the weary toilers
go. No ray of sunshine brightens their pathway, no ray of kindness their thickening
gloom. One by one they ruthlessly fall, the
hard hand of toil lays them low. The melody
of the forest, the mountain and sea breaks not
· their de.ep monotony.
Day by day they
lengthen out the weary hours, till the short
serial of life is told.
But the young lambs bound on the hillside,
the wild roe grazes in the vale, the hum of
bees sounds in the tree tops, and the shepherd
dozes in the shade. The brown rocks are
clothed with verdure, the bare trees break
forth with life, the gentle rains nourish the
flowers and the voice of gladness is everywhere. What woes doth the shepherd know?
Nature first spread his humble fare, the
meadows were his gardens, his first dwelling
the shady dell. The dews of heaven moisten
his brow, his sturdy frame tingles with the
vital air, · the sun kisses his ruddy cheek, an
unseen hand directs his thoughts, an unseen
guide, his way. He has no woe-begetting
cares, no sin-besetted hours knows he. The
beauties of moody nature feed his fancy and
slakes his spirit's thirst. In the dim vista of
the mountains he reads the future and in the
draperied sky. Among his flocks he sees no
strife, in the crystal spring he knows no guile.

"

AN AUS TRA LT AN LANDSCAP E.
BY PERMISSION OF
BUCHER ENGRAVING C0 . 1
.
COL.UMBUS , 0.
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"PALMA NON SINE LABORE."
MA RGUERITE H . S H U LL,

I
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N looking back over the pages of history we
find that every society or organi21tion of
prominence had a motto or standard by
which they were led. This, in a few words,
gaw an index to the aims and objects of its
members.
In the early days of Italy, an army of German
soldiers were sent there to defend the rights of
the Genn : m king ; but, instead of doing this,
they banded them selves together to fight for
the party which would pay them the most
money, and adopted as their motto, "Enemies
of God, Purity and Charity." Would it be
difficult to determine what were the aims and
objects of these men? The great knights of
medieval days were bound, not so much by
their high and lofty ideals of kni ghtho od, as by
their motto, "Bound to be N oble," and with
this ever before th em , they were led to protect
the weak and defenseless;· and the cause of
Christianity. The key to the streng th of the
Old Guard of N apo leon, which was so firm and
strong, was their m otto, ''Never Yield. "
No organiz1tion rises higher than its standard. With a mean or low motto, a society
may drag its members to depths of wickedness
and vice; but with a high and lofty watch word,
it m 1y lift the;n t0 the realms . of gl ory and
success. We can never overestimate the power
of an abiding purpose , ·of a m otto or principle
of action. It takes hold of life itself. It enters
into our aim s and prospects.
It holds its
scepter over our business, our amusements, and
our religion ; and it is our guide alike through
prosperity and adversity.

No.8.

How many great men, on being asked the
secret of their success, have replied that in early
life they adopted som e motto which moulded
their thoughts and actions and about which
their forming characters crystalized. And what
motto is more noble, what principle more
certain to give true and worthy success to those
who adopt and obey it, than the motto, "Palma
non sine Labore (no success, no reward without
labor)."
Many different ideas of succe~s are held and
many diff.;rent rewards are sought for by different people; but this g reat principle applies
equally to all. To some the height to which
they aspire, the goal which they want is the
favor of society. To them this is the great
aim of life, and for it all else must be laid
aside; but is this gained without effort? No
one is suddenly lifted into the lap of society
without being just as suddenly dropped. Those
who shine in society for a season are like the
meteors, which flash across the heavens for a
moment and are then go ne . Those who retain
society 's favor are those who spend all their
time and energy carefully and earnestly striving
for it.
For others, to be rich, to possess money is
the chief object of life, the one thing that will
satisfy their desires. Many are the examples
we have of men who have become noted for
their possession of houses and lands, of stocks
· and bonds. Did they gain it by one great turn
of the wheel of fortune? ''Rome was not built
in a day." Neither is a great fortune acquired
in a day, a month or a year, but the best part
of a J.ifetime must be spent in wisely planning
for and carefully laying by the dollars that make
the thousands, and the thousands that make
the millions.

8
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But for many, to become society's favorite or
to acquire great wealth is not the prize they
seek, but to possess knowledge, to become
eminent scholars is to them the only thing that
will make their lives successful. Is their life
spent in idling away the precious golden hours
given them for improvement? bo they sit
vainly longing for something to happen which
will make them scholars? Within their bosoms
there is a burning desire to unravel the mysteries of the world, to solve the great problems of
the universe, and to bring into subjection all
the powers of nature.
Does the eminent
scientist learn the great rules of life from others?
With diligence and perseverance the lowest
forms of life are sought out and studied, then
higher and higher ·until the very highest of
creative products are made familiar to him.
The astronomer sits by his telescope anxiously
waiting and watching for days and weeks for
the star, planet or comet which he is convinced
·e xists, until the news is flashed over the world
that a discovery has been made, and he by his
persevering labor has the honor of being the
discoverer,
The great inventions, which assist so wondrously in the machinery of the world, and
which crown their makers with glory and honor,
are but the products of earnest and patient toil.
The ancient scholars, whose lives form the
brightest pages of history, did not gain the
glory whi<;h now encircles their names with.o ut
the closest application to their work. Demosthenes, whose fortune it has been to have his
name become throughout the world the
synonym 9f eloquence, gained this eminence
only by the most persevering and laborous
effort. Not one of the world's great scholars
was produced in a day. It took John Milton
forty years of toil to produce "Paradise Lost,"
and William Cullen Bryant rewrote his Thanatopsis more than a hundred times. David Hume
labored thirteen hours a day for many years
before his great "History" was prepared; while
Noah Webster toiled for thirty consecutive
years to produce his dictionary.
And our
great American statesman, Daniel Webster,

declared that "to labor and not to genius he
owed his success." Sir Walter Scott, who was
a tireless worker, in a letter to his son admonishes him in this manner: "I cannot too much
impress upon your mind that labor is the
condition which God has imposed on us in
every station of life, and as· for knowledge, it
can no more be planted in the human mind
without labor than a field of wheat can be
produced without the previous use of the plow."
In our country where ho man is born to
position, it is not uncemmon to hear it said of
a person of distinction that his ancestry was
humble; on the other hand, it is equally as
common~ hear it said of those in the lower
and meaner walks of life; that his ancestry was
of the highest ranks. The one by useful labor
rose to prominence, the other without it fell.
The classe~ of society are slowly but constantly changing. The humble man, who
strives earnestly to make himself useful and to
benefit humanity, rises to influence or lays the
foundation for the success of his posterity, while
he of high rank, resting idly in his position,
willing to enjoy blessings unearned, rewards unmerited, will gradually but surely sink to the .
lowest levels.
That element of society alone can withstand
the discouraging tempests, which at times pass
over us, that willingly and nobly meets 'the
conditions of labor impo~ed by God. ''Palma
non sine Labore," with this engraven on our
hearts, giving determination and encouragement, ·c an we not go forth in the great battle'>
of life, striving nobly and earnestly to conquer
and win whatever the Master has planned for
.us as his children, knowing . and feeling this;
that after labor comes reward.
Book agents have been thronging ahout here
the last few weeks, succeeding in ·using up the
precious time of the students in pointing out
the merits of their book and the road to wealth,
and other things too numerous to mention.
Quite a number have signed contracts and will
begin work as soon as the term closes. The
boys have our best wishes for their succes,s.

OTTERBEIN AIGIS.
R.OMAN LAW IN MODERN LIFE.
C. B. STONER,

i

~
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A W is the prime ordinate of government,
for everywhere and always the first
requisite of all society is law. ·without
it governments fall and society disintegrates.
"Its seat is the bosom of Almighty God;" its
powers bent the azure dome of heaven and
fretted it with star-fire; its voice speaks in the
thundered harmonies of ten thousand whirling
spheres.
Old Solon, the great Athenian law-giver and
dictator, ever aggressive, logical and just,
discovered this divine pre-requisite, and brought
order out of chaos in the classic state of Attica
six hundred years before the world discovered
the true Law-Giver and the Divine Dictator;
and for two thousand years before Solon proclaimed his Seisachtheia had the sacred priests
of Isis, in the old temples of Thebes and
Memphis, proclaimed to ancient Egypt the
laws which lessened strife between man and
man, and ruled the Ptolemies.
Law, under a just government, has been and
always will be that arm which carries protection
and alms to the poor, ·and restraint to the
scheming and vicious. But law, like government, like man, like the world itself, is the
product of evolution. A new country requires
" few laws. A sparse population has few wrongs
to right. An old country; a large population,
a large society, commit more wrongs, require
more restraint, and consequently more and
more finely poised laws. Necessity may know
no law, but law is nevertheless the child of
Necessity.
Egypt, with her lost arts, her
wonders of the world; Greece, with her philosophy, her patriotism, her poetry; Rome, with
all her thousand years of greatness, with all her
p assion of conquest, left no legacy to posterity
so useful, so beautiful, so just as the codifications of Justinian. R o:ne's evolution from an
embryonic band of robbers to the proud and
ha_ughty mistress of the world, presents no
characteristic of greatness more prominently
~

9

than that which is offered in those compilations
which show the wisdom of the Romans in
jurisprudence through a period of twelve hundred years. Neither the bloody age of Julius
Caesar, nor t}:le pagan age of Augustan in
literature can compare in greatness to the sublime age of Justinian's achievements.
But the world moves; society advances; civilization increases, and keeps pace with the
human mind. Man's manners, customs and
desires change. Religions change as men do.
New environments increase man's wants; new
inventions increase his comforts; but they complicate, nullify or completely destroy his old
systems of jurisprudence. The laws which
govern a civilized people must be forever
changing, forever advancing, must keep pace
with civilization. A few indeed to-day are the
places of application of the twelve books of the
Roman Code.
The principles of law of the eminent Roman
jurists, as codified in the Pandects, were just
and equitable. The careful arrangement of the
elementary principles in the Institutes was a
wonderful help and aid to the student and the
scholar. But the Roman law was not in its
entirety a creation for all ages and for all climes.
Imperial decrees, the laws which are the creation
of restrained ambition, the creation of one
man's mind and for one man's benefit, will not
stand the criticism of the centuries, the expediency of political intrigue seldom evolves the
basal principle of eternal truth.
So the Roman law ail codified by Justinian
has been the admiration of scholars, a monument
to human reason, yet it has not been and can
never be the sacred law of a government of the
free: It forms the basal principles of the Scottish laws-in fact, is incorporated therein as an
institution; it exerts a wonderful influence over
most systems of jurisprud ence in continental
Europe; and a small and select portion of the
civil law is in use in the state of Louisiana, but
the great mass of Roman law can never become
operative in modern times.
The world has drifted from imperial edicts to
the " Great Edict of Humanity." One no more
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governs for the benefit of one, nor the few for
the benefit of the few; but the people for the
people. Laws are not made to-day for class,
clan or section, but for the whole country, the
whole people. Systems of jurisprudence have
. been evolved from antiquity's bequests, but no
portion of the p'lst can claim the sole credit.
In twelve hundred years a people of the highest
civilization and of the stror gest passions produced the Roman law, the greatest system of
jurisprudence which antiquity furnishes. Fourteen bleak and dreary centuries afterward the
people of America promulgated the principle
that "all men are born free and equal," and the
must, mildewed platitudes of the centuries
vanished like snow before a tropical, midsummer sun. Ancient laws, ancient customs,
ancient principles of justice have served faithfully their purpose, but they cannot dwell with
the modern discoveries of eternal truth.
The laws of Moses governed a stiff-necked
and a stubborn race; the laws of the Medes and
Persians were the pride of their princes; the
laws of Solon worl<:ed the will of a dictatcr;
the Code of Justinian was the wonder of the
ages following; but they all pale before the
principles of the American Constitution. It is
the law which philosophers sought, for which
philanthropists toiled, of which poets dreamed.
Through its principles will humanity raise itself
to a higher plane; and governments perpetuate
themselves throughout eternity.
THE DESTINY OF THE R.ACE.
D. I. LAMBERT,

0
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every individual that hwes his race
com es an insatiable longing to know its
destiny. Millions of heart-throbs speak
of the tender emotions which rise and fall for the
priceless joys apd golden recollections of the
paternal scenes of a China or a J apan, an England or an America, but millions more rej oice
and sigh for the future of their country and the
destiny of their race.
The hero of military glory or intellectual re-

nown may point with pride to long lines of noble
ancestry; but the final condition of his name
and posterity, and to the truly philanthropic
man, the Race, causes him to inquire by what
means he may foresee the heights or depths in
which the last century of the future ages may
find it. But, if mortal man would foresee it,
he must remember that God's laws are changeless and eternal; that with one unvarying purpose they sweep unchecked throughout the
ages until every work of God, and every creation of His, from the tiny flower, and trembling
grass, and waving leaf, to the powerful fauna,
and mighty forest, and rolling river, and surging ocean, and innumerable systems of the universe, which roll in majestic splendor through
the boundless realms of space, . stand perfect
and complete. So with the human race-the
last and greatest work of God's creation. For,
whether age upon age, and age upon age, each
with its successive strides upward in the evolution of life from the emotionless plant to the
conscienceless animal, and from the conscienceless animal to the everlasting man, produced
the present develop ment of the raee, or whether
a few thousand years ago he came directly from
the hands of God, pure and innocent, and then
turned and plunged in.to the depths of vice and
apparent ruin, it matte1 s not. For the first
history of the race, as a race, speaks of intellectual powers and moral conditions far inferior
to tho~e of the present age. The tendency of
the race, theA, is onward and upward. It has
progre'ssed and still does progress. But, like
the waves o: the sea, its progress rises and falls.
If the present does find us in the ebb tide, it
nevertheless sweeps onward to g rander heights;
and the morrow's flood may toss us a thousand
fathoms beyond where Grecian's culture or
Switzer's freedom ever rose. And thus according to God's great plan must it still surge onward and upward until as a race it stands perfect a nd complete.

*

*

*

*

It is four thousand years b efore the Christian
era . What strange and ig noble baser stuff has
been called man, what pitiless and merciless
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its highest form, but only the achievement it is
to give the world by the means of physical and
intellectual culture-crime and immorality
flourish in fertile soil, while all their beauty and
grand eur rest down upon the bitter pangs of
abject slavery. It was only the attempted climax of civilization, without the real heart and
liie-blood to sustain it. It had not the elements
of perpetuity, without which it fell, and sad
and deep was the fall thereof. For when once
the foundation upon which it rested began to
crumble, her brilliant achievements only helped
to plunge her into a deeper, darker, ruin and
despair. Thus far the world's struggles for
lasting civilization had been without civilization's great principle of perpetuity-the power
of Christianity.
While throughout all the centuries God had
been speaking to all nations of the world
throug;1 singinf birds, and laughing waters,
and waving forests, and blooming landscapes,
and rolling thunder; and while through this
voice of nature man had worked out systems of
ethics and renowned philosophies by which the
race had made mighty strides upward in the
It is four hundred years before the Christian development of its physical, its intellectual, and
era. In the little Grecian country of southern even its moral powers; there was a limit beEurope, decked with all the beauty and gran- yond which it could not go, until that wonderdeur and sublimity of nature's perfect artist, a ful and renowned event-the center of the
race with powers almost divine develop into a world's existence and purpose, the birth of
mighty nation and compel the world to bow in Christ's kingdom-had laid the foundation upon
admiration and respect. Physical strength and which the race might rise to the grand heights
beauty through long successive gen t' rations of and destiny of complete and perpetual civilizaculture are developed into men of herculean tion.
strength and women of untold beauty. The
For long centuries God's plans had worked
accomplishments in the fine arts of sculpturing preparatory to this great climax· in the powers
and painting almost rival nature itself; while that could nurture and sustain the race in the
the intellectual powers rise to such grand and lofty heights of the environments of Divinity
lofty heights in the poetry of a Homer or a itself.
Sophocles, the oratory of an Aeschines ui- a
The history of tl,e race has taught us that
Demosthenes, and the profound logic of a the perfect and perpetual civilization must be
Socrates, a Plato or an Aristotle, that the world that in which every individual has the highest
trembles with consternation and awe for the and most untrammeled freedom, when every
m 7ghty achievements of the God-like race of citizen of the nation and of the world moves in
the future. But while civilization for one brief perfect accordance to his own will; when no
hour, and in one select spot of the world, rises law of either church or state shall impel or
to such renowned heights-not civilization in restrain any from his chosen course of action.

wars have ground their heartless millions in the
dust, what ignorant and brute-like chiefs have
wielded the scepter of tyranny and reven ge over
wigwam hut, we knew not.
In mysticism and legendary tale, the centuries, rising from the dark night of the past,
rolling in majestic splendor, sweep by, until
with human form and strength developed, and
the intellectual faculties illuminating their pathway, the pe ·~ ple of a mighty empire tread the
banks of the Nile with king-like power and authority. The human mind nurtured in the sunlight of God's opening plans and nature's unfolding laws, struggles onward, ambitious for
higher ideals and loftier achievements.
The more crude, and baser powers of the
human intellect are called into action. It is
reason 's first illustrious work. But they grapple
only with the tangible things of nature, and
passing centuries leave them, with their physical might and baser intellectual enthusiasm,
' buried beneath the crumbling ruins of the fallen
empires of the past . . Nevertheless the race
moves onward to loftier heights.

*

*

*

*
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For as long as man's spirit remains trammeled
by the restraints of law, either human or divine,
he cannot climb in powers of intellect, and
purity of heart, to the heights he would qo were
every power of his being drawn forth by a restless longing for perfect achievements in the
idea of divine right and justice. But there is
only one common course of action in which the
race can all move with free and untrammeled
tread and that is in a public highway hewn out
of the sold rocks of truth under the blessed
light of Christ's teachings and examples.
·Only one! for the true hero, whether upon
the snow~capped Alpine peaks, or bright,
blooming plains of India, whether trampled,
torn and bleeding in battle's merciless and
pitiless charge, or choked in the stinging flames
of the martyr's stake, can never yield. The
severest agony and blackest despair that can be
woven with the warp and woof of misery and
woe may be heaped upon him, but with unswerving purpose, he god-like presses on, until
his mission is accomplished.
Truth and true heroism must forever stand!
Time's change and error's blows wust one by
one fall vain and fruitless before their toweriug
strongholds.
Consequently the race sweeps onward and
upward, for every century that rolls by brings
the human race nearer to one common level,
and binds more closely in one common brotherhood of souls men of every race and condition.
Individual liberty, the never -failing guide to
man's de~tiny, though for long centuries
crushed, torn and bleeding beneath the iron
heel of cruel tyranny and despotism, already
tremblingly aspires to the sublime verge of
manhood.
Almost every nation of antiquity rose to
renown with its roots nourished in the fertile
soil of slavery. The nation whose culture and
civilization towered above all others, and still,
though fallen, continues to dazzle the world,
with its renowned splendor, trampled four times
its free population in abject slavery, while the
sick and infirm were left the outcasts of suffering
and death.

But the glorious light of Christianity-the
light of the world-withotit which every nation
of the world must crumble into ruin, and by
which alone the race can rise to perfection,
has for eighteen hundred years been stamping
the impress of the golden rule upon the race,
until rpan has learned to look upon man as his
brother. Not only are kings and tyrants by
the enlightened Christian-purged thought of
the nineteenth century chained with the fallen
savagery and barbarism of antiquity, but the
last vestige of human slavery fades upon the
sands of time forever.
The great gulf that has separated the subject
from his king, and the slave from his lord is
forever closed. For, although our time is all
unrest, and our own beloved Columbia trembles
before the bitter complainings and threatening
curses of millions of American freemen, and a
sister Republic mourns the death of her beloved rul~r by the assassin's dagger; yet the ,
goddess of liberty, and justice, and equality,
rejoices at the mingled harmonies of a Christian
civilization in which the youth, barefoot and
penniless, in the person of a Lincoln or a Garfield can untarnished climb to the chief execu'
tiveship of the greatest nation in the world;
while beneath the present crisis she beholds
.t he death throes of baser things, which tremble
before the rising giant of justice and equality.
Where, indeed, may not the coming centuries
find us, when these last struggles of tyranny
and injustice shall have ceased forever? For if
a baser age could produce the immortal works
of a Homer or an Aeschines, a Plato or an Aristotle, where, indeed, may not a race in whcise
veins course nobler blood, thtilled by the
power of Christianity, ciimb, in a nobler,
gr~nder age? When the last age of time shall
have rolled away, and these feeble spirits of
ours shall bask in the sunshine and glory of
eternal splendor, we know not with what powers and attributes we may mingle with angel
and archangel and God himself.
But in the fullness of time, when God's unfoldi-ng laws shall have re<;tched the inmost recess of man's nature; when before time's last
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noblest offspring the weakfr shall one by one
have fallen ; when the entire race shall be one
of Washingtons and Lincolns andGarfields and
Gladstones; when that glorious millennium of
prosperity and peace shall kiss discord and pain
from every brow, and kindle every heart with
a fl ame of divine love and joy, to what renowned heights may not mortal man ascend?
When these renowned heights have been
scaled, when from the least to the greatest all
"shall know God, when the great purpose for
which the race was created,-that of purity
and perfection-shall have been accomplished,
then shall the race have reached its mortal
destiny.
BASEBALL.

N. H. S. 2-0. U . I

7·

The above score tells the tale of a rather
uninteresting game of ball played here Saturday, the I 8th inst. Interest centered mainly
in Otterbein's team, which was composed for
most part of new and inexperi C1 nced players.
N . H. S. had played a game in the morning
which probably accounted for the lack of vim
with which they chased 0 . U . 's long, easy
drives to all corners of the field . Otterbein
had been practicing hard for a week and were
anxious to get at something and try their
mettle, and it is to be regretted that nothing
harder showed up for their prey.
0. U. ·went to pieces in the first inning and
with that exception and a few wild throws
their playing was all that could be desired.
They hit the ball when and where they pleased
and their fielding, especiaHy the outfield, was
perfect, not a fly touching the grou·nd. Mat\
.
thews and Clark exceeded all expectattons and
have given us all renewed hope in our new
battery. Bushong and Lloyd played well for
new men and with the old stand bys, " Doc"
and" Mid," form an excellent infield. Teter,
Clements and Keller pulled in everything com- .
ing their way and show much improvement
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over last year. Although the opposing team
was weak, Otterbein demonstrated very clearly
that she could play ball, especially when playing a winning game, and now the point rs to
make all games winning ones. It is too true
that our fellows give up too soon when the
fight seems a losing one. If this be overcome
we have very good prospects this season.
Don't advertise a good team when a poor
one is expected. People going to a game with
highly colored visions of an exciting contest
and coming away dissatisfied, are n.ot likely to
go again. A word to the wise is sufficient.
Encouragement and practice must be the
war cry henceforth. Encouragement from our
students and practice on the part of the players.
Practice! Practice ! Practice ! That Is
what ma)<:es a baseball team and that alone can
make a good one.
Saturday, the 25th inst., we play Uncle
Sam's men. A much better team i-s expected
and a good game anti·cipated. Come out and
join in that new college song so·m e one is
going to write.
The Conservatory of Music gave a public
recital in the college chapel on the. tSth inst.
The ·program consisted of pian0· and vocal
selections and the best talent of the college and
village was represented. A large and interested
'
audience
greeted th.e performers and each
selection was heartily applauded. Professons
Meyer and Wheeler are untiring in their work
and are meeting with deserved success.
The caps and gowns of the seniors have a•t
last appeared. There seems to be some lack of
harmony on the m'1.tter of wearing the gowns,.
as three of the members of the class · have
stoutly refused to procu·r e them.
However
that may be we congratulate the class in their~
efforts to perpetuate the innovation made by
the class of '94. The class is composed of the
best young men and women in. college, and has
hardly had an equal in the history of the
institution,
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EDITOR.IAL.

S

TUDENTS, in time, seem to forget their
real attitude to college duties. Judging
from both words and acts, one would think
that the chief aim of the average student is to
avoid all study except what is absolutely
necessary to "get through;" and that the
student is working for the professor, instead
of the professor for the student.

N

E':ER befor~ have we had such an interest
· m the mus1c department of the college,
as this year. The frequent recitals given by
the .conservatory students show the progress
a~d splendid work done by our able music
professors. That the opportunities offered by
this department are appreciated, is proved by
the fact that in piano instruction alone, Prof.
,Meyer has forty-nine pupils.
LJN excellent little specimen of the printer's
/ 1 art has. been received by the .lEGIS from
the E. P . Dutton Pub. C?·• of New York.
The work, finely bound and neatly put . up,

•
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contains the lectures of Viva D. Scudder on
the following interesting subjects: "Renascence of Faith,"" Religion of Mystery,"" Religion of Humanity," "Religion of Christ,"
and similar topics. For thinkers and readers
on religious lines no better or more appropriate book could be found.
The price
1s one dollar and the book is well worth the
price.

W

ASHINGTON, or the Revolution," is the'
subject of a unique and immensely interesting drama just received from the press
of F. Tennyson Neely.
The well-known
author, Ethan Allen, founds his story on the
historic events of the war for American independence and introduc es \Vashington, Franklin, Knox, Lafayette, Andre and many equally
famous ·characters in a novel, entertaining
style. The book belongs to Neely's Library
of Choice Literature and has cr.eated quite a
stir in literary circles. It, among other books
mentioned in these columns, can be examined
at the .lEGIS office, 104 Main street.

I

N a recent number of the Denisonian we
have a most extraordinary tirade against
0. S. U. and her professional talent. Now
this is all very good. 0. S. U . and her hired
ball players have little in common with us, since
we have beaten them so badly several times in
football, but it is always best to take the beam
out of your own eye before going after your
brother's mote. It has only been about five
months since Denison and 0. U. played a
game of football at Dayton. Of course the
State Athletic Association had not yet been
formed, but it was very well understood that
no outside players should assist either team.
Denison knows as well as we what she did to
rescue herself from a decisive defeat. Now
she comes forward with a scathing rebuke to
0. S. U. for impure athletics. She probably
has an extra good baseb all team this year and
so advocates non-professionalism as a matter
of policy. Professionalism or not, a school

IS
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with a cleaner record than D e nison should
pick the flaws in 0. S. U.'s career.

O

LASS '96 seems bound to keep up with
the time s. Their appearance at chapel
recently in caps and gowns occasioned much
criticism both pro and con. This is the second
time in the history of this institution that the
seniors have adopted this symbol of class
distinction. It may require time and persistence to establish this as a custom here, but
it is a time- honored and well- established
custom in the oldest and largest colleges of
both England and America.
The Oxford
gown is as sensible and legitimate a habit of
dress as any <that can be devised for college
classes.
Opposition to it by other classmen springs largely from prejudice against
any innovation in· college customs.
It is
needless to discuss the merits of this custom
which all the leading colleges so carefully
preserve.

'ZJT the earnest and unanimous request of the
fl seniors and by a recent action of the
faculty, the order of exercises commencement
week will be changed somewhat.
The five-minute speeches have been outvoted and on commence ment day in place of
eighteen short, thoughtless, and uninteresting
speeches, an eminent scholar of some large
school will make the principal address.
The regular commencement day will be
preceded by a class day on which occasion all
seniors will take part and take part we mi g ht
add heartily and with a vim which knows no
such thing as fail.
Certainly this is as it
should be, for with the hot weather, worry,
and half-heartedness always accompanying
commencement week and day, of what benefit
to class or hearers would eighteen five-minut e
speeches be? We have pass ed the days of
childhood and it is time we were b eco min g
men and women, such men and women as can
graduate from a first-class college without the
petty declamation or family bouqu et.

The class day, with the work intended to be
put on it, will afford amusement and interest
equal to a score of commencements, while the
address now being arranged for will furnish
solidity and thought sufficient for a whole
vacation's contemplation.
Hurrah for '96, class day and a representative!

'ZJT every ball game, field-day or contest, 0.
fl U. students feel keenly the lack of some
hearty, ringing song in which all can join with
a resounding chorus if not perfect melody ,
Some good class songs are still in existence,
but are not used when and where they should
be, but a real patriotic college song is hard to
find. Why don't some musical maiden or
ambitious lad try his hand and distinguish
somebody or something?
With the exception of a few scant yells, we
have nothing with which to in~pire and encourage our men on the gridiron, field or
track.
A grand old song coming from a
hundred throats gives an impetus to the faltering band hard to understand but pleasant to
re member. We are up to college date in
football, baseball, lawn tennis and commencements. Why not have a fine college song and
take a first-class trip with other colleges no
more gifted than we?

WATCH the May lEGIS !

Every member of

the staff and some of the best writers in school
are already at work on their respective contributions .

It will in all respects be a number

worthy its predecessors and we respectfully
request everyone's co-operation in making the
circulation as large as possible.

There will be

much extra expense and if the paper is at all
worth the price we should like all to do th eir
best to mak e it a success.

Get a few extra

copies and se nd to your fri e nds.

0. U. 's va-

ri ed interests will be fully represe nted.
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ALUMNALS.

Sam J. Flickinger, '72, for a long time connected with . the Ohio State Journal, has
·Lela Guitner, '92, is visiting h er parents.
severed his relations with that paper and
purchased
an interest in the Daily Palladium,
H. J. Custer, '90, of Johnstown, visited ·his
published at Richmond, Ind. ,By the death
p are nts over Sunday, the 19th inst.
· of Daniel L. Bowersmith, '7 1, and the removal
James Barnes and Ralph Kohr, both of '94, of Mr. Flickinger to our sister state, Ohio
are spending their vacations at home.
journalism has suffered a great loss.
Mrs. Will Whitney, '95, is spending several
weeks with her mother, Mrs. Turner.
Ric::hard Kumler, '94, made a short business
trip recently, and of course had a pleasant
visit with his many fri ends.

POINTS.

When rules and regulations are loosely
observed; when the dust of centuries is allowed
to collect on the martial art of discipline; when
Daisy May Custer, '9 5, who since her grad- the reins that guide and control us are thrown
uation has been teaching music in Texas, has carelessly aside; when we ar~ allowed to
given up her work and returned to her home wander at our " own sweet will," about the
only thing that keeps us from running away
at this place.
and smashin' things is our own personal sense
·L. D. Bonebrake, '82, superintendent of the · of honor-our inherent goodness. Now this
Mt. Vernon s~hools, and soon to be, we hope, might do to rely upon in a case of last resort,
our next state school commissioner, made us a but it is a very precarious thing to endow with
brief visit over the 3d inst.
entire confidence . For my part I should think
it an indication of listless interest for a driver
W . B. Gantz, '95, came home on a short
to neglect· me. While on the other hand,
visit from his Chicago work. He will be with ·
would he keep his hands on the reins and use
us again in two or three weeks and expects to
them for what they were intended, I should
spend his summer vacation here.
deem him quite solicitous for my welfare and
R. E. Bower, '9 5, has been elected professor that more so for this reason, that not being a
of mathematics at Western Collegr:! , Iowa. We horse, but a vigorous, high-spirited youth, I
wish the gentleman pleasant surroundings, know this much, were I driving a lot of mettled
well knowing that successful work will be the steeds I'd hang onto the lines and keep their
animal natures under control and be sure at
result of his management.
the same time that their private disposition
William Dick Reamer, '82, commissioner of would have no occasion to betray me.
Westmoreland county, Pa., has been severely
Ability to sing, like the ability to cook, is
ill for the past few weeks, but at the present
an
endowment that almost everyone thinks he
writing is convalescing rapidly and will soon
possesses.
A lamentable circumstance conbe able to again assume his duties.
nected with the former is, that while we may
We a re pleased to h elp circulate the good refuse improperly cooked food, we are forced
tidings among 0. U . people at a distance that to sit, peacefully, under the blaze of a thousand
G. L. Stoughto n, '92, was elected mayor of di scords, a pandemonium of ear-splitting melour village at the late April elections. In con- odies which circumstances call music. Now
nection with the duties of mayor, th e gen tle - this is precisely what we fr eque ntly hear in
man wilL practice hi s profession-law.
chapel, three hundred voices., three hundred

•
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tunes, tlnd each fully convinced that he possesses the divine gift and is fully competent
to do the whole thing himself. The performance is enough to rouse the old masters from
their drowsy slumbers. If the art of singing
was as fully developed as the culinary art
there would be fewer cases of nervous prostration to record, while on the other hand if the
culinary art were no farther advanced than the
art of public singing, we would have succumbed a long time since to various gastric
disorders . . The gods didn 't breathe the divine
art into me when I was created; and do I now
know that it would ha ve been such as many
others possess, I am heartily glad they didn'.t.
At least, unfair as this may seeh-t, it is more so
for them to endow a person with the ability to
sing and not judgment enough to put it
under proper control.

LOCALS.

The municipal election here on the 6th inst.
drew out considerable enthusiasm. The mayorship was hotly contested and Mr. George L.
Stoughton, class '92, was elected by a handsome majority.
The Cleiorhetean society installed officerl> for
the term on the 16th inst. as follows: President, Myrtle Irvin; secretary, Marguerite Shull;
critic, Lockey Stewart. · A large number of
invited friends were present and a very interesting literary and musical program was given.
The life-sized portrait of Mr. D. L. Rike,
made by Miss Sevier, principal of the Art
Department, and presented to the college, has
bee~ placed in the library. The portrait is an
excellent likeness of Mr. Rike and is highly
complimented by all. The gift is a valuable
one and reflects great merit on the donor.
The other da y we heard some people talking
and they were considering why it was that
certain professors persisted in assigning the
longest ,and most difficult lessons of the week
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for the day following an entertainment to be
given in the chapel. When we left they had
not come to any satisfact~ry conclusion on the
matter.
A graphophone entertainment was given in
the chapel on the 14th inst. A selection by
the Cleiorhetean quartet and a solo by Miss
Eby were reproduced with good effect. The
Philomathean orchestra and selections by Miss
Wheeler and the Philophronean glee club were
the most interesting features of the program.
Otherwise the entertainment was what is known
in college lore as a bore.
The Philalethean society rendered the following program on t~e evening of the 9th inst.
to a large and appreciative audience: Oration
-Good Citizen Movement-Frances Miller;
medley-EdDith Crippin; ~ritique-Ivanhoe
Ida Mauger; eulogy-Brooker L. Washington
-Edith Creamer ; descriptive essay-Olympia
of Yesterday and To-day-Leonore Good;
paper-Fay Shatto. The program was interspersed with most excellent instrumental and
vocal selections.
On the 3d inst. the Philophronean society
rendered the following installation program :
Critic's address-Limitations of Human Perfection-F. S . Minshall; president's valedictory
-The True Adamant of Scholarship-F. 0.
Clements; president's inaugural:_The Mission
of the Church-J . M. Martin; oration-Immigrati~n and Our Government-0. W . Burtner;
paper-J. W. Stiverson. Mr. F. J. Resler,
instructor of music in the Mt. Vernon schools,
assisted in the musical program.
A department of expression, oratory a.nd
elocution has just been opened in the college
with FrankS. Fox, A. M., as instructor. The
entertainment was of high order and showed in
a most practical way the eminent attainments
and ability of the new instructor. A class will
be started at once and it is hoped that many
will take advantage of this opportunity to
improve themselves along the line of his work.
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There is certainly great need of such instruction
in the college, for there are very many of us
who are excelled by the country school boy's
recitation and very few who are worthy to be
called orators. A large class in elocution would
be a boom for tl!e new department and a very
decided boon to those who take such active
interest in the literary societies.
The installation exercises of the Philomathean
society were held on the 10th inst. The program was as follows: Chaplain's addressChrist, the World's Reformer-W. T. Trump;
president's valedictory-Power and Value of
Thought-W. H. Anderson; president's inaugural-Roman Law in Modern Life-C. B.
Stoner; historical sketch-Perry's Vietory-W.
L. Barnes; eulogy--Wm . McKinley-A. D.
Bender; current news-H. R. Jones. Music
was furnished by the glee club and orchestra.
On the evening of the zd inst. the Cleior-

hetean society celebrated its twenty-fifth anniversary. The session was held in the Philophronean hall which was filled to overflowing
with enthusiastic admirers. The visitors were
treated with some vuy fine musical selections
and the following literary program: ·HistoryAda Markley; Reverie-Otis Flook; OrationOur Motto--Marguerite Shull; Prophecy--Lena
Brenner, Nettie Arnold and Florence Gear;
Poem by Mrs. Frank Lee-Mildred Waters.
Following the session a most delightful reception was given to the visitors.
On the evening of March 20 Robert Mcintyre
gave the last lecture of the C. L. C. on
"Buttoned-up. People." The lecture was on
the foJ!ies of the day and was full of humor,
patho~ and . p~rsuasion.
Quoting from Robert
Burdette, "The sentiments ranged from grave
to gay; from lively to severe, running over the
whole gamut of human feelings . " The enter-
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tainment was second to none in the course and
was hardly equaled, as many thought, by the
brilliant eloquence of Conwell. The whole
course has given complete satisfaction and the
managers merit the commendation of every
p~tron.

Prof. Zuck is taking the senior class throu gh
a very interesting study of" The Merchant of
Venice."
Mi ss , Ethel Martin, of Dayton, has been
spending the past week with her fri end, Mi ss
Helen Shauck.
A number of the boys contemplate hearing
Ingersol Saturday night on his ne w lecture,
"The Foundations of Faith."
The spring term with all its pleasantries is
now well opened. The faces of many 0ld
students have loomed up in our presence, while
a few new countenances mingling with the old
familiar laces give a freshness and life always
desired and ever appreciated. This is the term
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for all sorts of people. The baseball lover now
revels in his delight. Now it is that the botany
class roams over fields clothed with sweet
flowers to find the most beautiful specimen.
The tyro geologist delves into the beds of rock
to seek out the fossiliferous remains and to
know if possible the age in which the soil of
his own estate was formed. Mathematics has
its share of pleasure too.
Its "points" are
easily located and its loci are found in green
fields, shady nooks, paths long ago abandoned,
and in secluded spots where only silvery moonbeams chide.
Now the seniors wear their
gowns, the juniors give a banquet, the sophomores practice their yell, the freshmen have a
party, and the preps go a-fishing. The student
of art in some sequestered shade sketches the
distant landscape, while the class in voice makes
hall and house resound with songs and sounds,
or the pianist with nimble fingers and exquisite
skill renders all sorts of chords from the sharp
of A to the flat of G. This is the season for
hard work and the times are propitious.
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WHAT'S THE USE

2 .1

Cleveland,
Akron and
Columbus

c~

RAILWAY

of any m an paying twelve or fifteen dollars for a Spring
Suit, when he can save from three to five dollars by
getting it at the Mammoth Stores.

SCHEDULE.

C.N EFFECT J.JLN.

¢~

TT WILL PAY . YOU¢~

to investigate this special sale of absolutely all-wool
Spring Suits at

c~

$10.00 A SUIT.

c~

Ta ke your choice of fine black or blue Cheviots. Clay
Worsteds, English Checks, Stripes, Plaids, and Plain,
Neat Colors.

LAZARUS,
High and Town Sts.

COLUMBUS.

5,

1896.

SOUTH BOUND

_OM_t._Ti_'_m_e·\ _2_1_2_a_ _3_8_ _ _ _e
___
A M

P M

PM

·

------

OlevelandL ''8 10 8 00 ti2 45 ----- - -- - -- -----Euclid Ave 8 22 8 12 12 57----------- -----Newburg_ _ 8 31 8 25 1 12 -- - --- - -- -- -----Hudson __ _ 9 111 9 05 1 50 ------ ---- - -----OuyahogaF 9 23 9 19 2 06 ------ ----- ----- cl.kron ----- 9 35 9 33 2 19 ------ ___ _ -----Barberton_ 9 51 9 50 2 35 ---- -- ----- ---- - _
Warwick __ 10 07 10 07 2 51 --- - -- ~---- -----0
ill } A 10 2M 10 28 S 12 ------ __ ___ -----rrv e L 1u 33 10 33 S 20 ---- - - ----- ---- - Elolmeaville 11 02 Ill 04 3 51 ------ A 111 -----lWlersburg 11 12 11 16 4 02 ------ 7 10 -- --- K.illbuek __ 11 22 11 29 4 12 ------ 7 23 -----BrinkH'v'n 11 49 11 56 4 40 ------ 1 51 -----Danville .. . 11 58 112 06 4 50 ------ 8 04 -----Gambler •.. 12 16 12 25 5 10 --- --- 8 u -----:.It V { Ar 12 30 12 40 5 25 ------ 8 35 -----' er LV i 12 48 L12 45 5 30 ------ 8 40 -----:.J:t. Liberty 1 09 ------ 5 48 - ----- 8 58 ------ ·
Center burg 11 17 1 12 5 58 --- - -- 9 07 -----Sunbury__ _ 1 3' fl 34 6 18 ----- _ 9 27 ------ •
Galena____ 1 39 f 1 39 6 23 ------ 9 32 -----11\"estervill e 1 52 1 52 6 35 ------ 9 45 ----- Columbusal*2 15 2 15 t7 00 ------ 10 10 ·----P M

AM

P M

---- - -

AM ----·-

---- - - - - - - - - - - - -

OinclnnatL *6 00
PM

6 40

AM

NORTH BOUND
Oet~t.

PROGRAMS,
FINE STATIONERY,
CAJ-LING CARDS,
lljVITATIONS,
ETC.,
FINEST IN TilE
LAND.

~~~

~,N'OVEL TIES IN PRINTING.

~~~

Buckeye

Time.

3

27

36

7

""AM~ ""AM--~---Oinclnnati _ ''8 00 ''8 00 - ----- ---- -- . ---- -------)- -

---- -----

Noon Night
ColumbusL •u 45 • 12 35
\Vesterville. 12 09 1 Ob
aalena ----- 12 20 f 1 21
Sunbury--- 12 25 f 126
Centerburg 12 421 1 51
Mt. Liberty 12 51 1 2 01
Mt Ver{ Ar 1 OS 2 20
'
Lv 113 L2 25
Gambler- - - 1 28 2 40
Danville-- - 1 46 f 2 59
Brink H 'v'n 1 55 3 09
K:Illbuck... 2 24 a 4l
Millersburg
2 36 3 55
llolmesvllle 2 46 f 4 06
orrville{ A
3 20 4 45
L
3 25 4 55
'1\'arwlck --- 3 45 5 18
Barberton - 4 03 5 37
A.kron ---- - 4 20 L 6 05
Cuyahoga F 4 32 617
Hudson---- 4 45 6 30
J!ilewburg -- 5 20 7 05
luclld A ve_ 5 31 7 16
JlevelandA ''5 45 ''7 30
PM

• Runs Daily.

•

AM

A M

---- -

P M ----

t6 00 ------ t5 00 ---6 27 ---- -- 5 25 ---6 40 ------ 5 38 · - -6 44 ·----- 5 43 -- -7 04 · -- -- - 6 05 ---7 12 ------ 6 13 ___ _
7 28 ------ 6 30 ___ _
7 33 ------ 6 35---7 47 ------ ~6 fiO ___ _
8 00 - ----- 7 08 ___ _
8 12 ------ 7 18 ---8 42 ------ 7 50 ___ _
8 53 __.____ 8 00 ---9 0~ ------ P M __ __
9 37 ------ ----- ---9 42 ------ ----- ---10 02 - - ---- ___ __ __ _
10 17 ------ ----- ___ _
L10 36 ______ ----- ---10 48------ _____ ---11 02 ------ ________ _
11 42 ------ ----- ....
11 57 ------ - ---- ---t12 10 ------ _____ ---PM

tDaily except Sunday, !Flag Stop
I Meals. L Lunch.

Printing

_.Where no time Is given trains do not stop.

Co.,

Vor any information address

C. F. DALY,

-Westerville, Ohio:

Gen'l P11.88, Al('t, CLBVIILAND, 0,
H. C. PARKER.
Gen'l 'rralllo Mi{l., Indianapolis, Ind.

OTTERBEIN AJGIS.

22

-OHIO HEADQUARTERS FOR THE-

BUREAU OF ACADEMIC COSTUME.

Cotrell & Leonard,

FUNK &. WAGNALLS

STANDARD DICTIONARY
OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE
, , , AT , . ,

AL BANY, N.Y.

A . H . SMYTH E'S BOOK STOR.E,
41 S. H igh S t., Col um bus, O hi o.

CAP~,

GOWNS AND HOODS.

Illustrated Manual, Samples, &c., upon request.

! he i lhaFt .l ~laFk's
f aaoheFs' i ganoy,

S

F . H AR Rl MAN, M a nage r.

N ote Tb ese F a cts :
301,865 Vocabulary Terms-70,000 more than any
other dictiona ry of the English language; 176,000
more than a ny other single volume dictionary.
47,468 Entries in the Appendix.
5,000 Illustrations.
125,000 Synonyms and Antonyms.
45,000 lllustrative Quotations.
247 Editors and Specialists.
90,000 copies sold the first year of publication, enough
to make a monument seven miles high .
~$9 6 o,o o o

PULLMAN BUILDING, CHICAGO.

The Largest and Best Known Agency in t he West. Our
New Year Book Gives Full Infor matio n. BusinesS' Direct.

Students
made by

1\. VI&&I[IMS,
the best in town.

beyo~d

competition.

-AT-

J. W. MARKLEY'S

Department

Banquets
AND PAIHIES

kirDictionary Holders at prices

HEADQ.UARTERS

Ice Cream
Ice Cream Soda

t}OHN

Pr.oduction. ~

STUDENTS'

and .others will fi nd the

a nd

E xpended in Its

America's most costly literary production .
The crowning litera ry achievement of the Nineteenth
Century. No one informed on dictionaries will purchase any o ther.
All things considered, the cheapest book in the world.
Cash and Insta llment Prices given on application.

•

Grocery.

• • •

receive prompt attention and excellent service.

FURNISHED ICE CREAM PARLORS UPSTAIRS.
OPEN EVERY DAY AND EVENING EXCEP T SUNDAY

Agents for the Best Laundry m Central Ohio.

·.

ESTABLISHED 1875.

WA~D

General Steamship Agents and ./fail road Ticket Brokers.
To urist Tickets to and from all parts of the world.
272

Clinton

NORTH

HIGH

Lowest Rates.

STREET,

Block,

Columbus , Ohio.

- HEADQUARTERS FOR- -

CARPETS, CURTAINS,
DRAPERIES AND RUGS.

Z. L. WHITE & CO.

Dry Goods,

ESTIMATES FURN ISHED FOR PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
PRI VATE RESIDENCES, AND INSTITUTIONS.

ro2 and Io4 N. High St.,

~Javid ~.

leggs i ;o.

34, 36 & 38 NORTH HIGH ST.,

COLUM B US , OHIO .

Wholesalers.

®

®

Retailers.

W E B S TER' S
INTERN A TIONAL
Successor of t he

"Un abridged. ' '
Ten years were spent in
revisin l?, 100 editors employed, a n d over $300,000
expended.

t4"·

e
?

~~

,,
~:

~

s
~

~,.,,,
~

~

Every P er s on who
r eads and writes sh oul d
own this Dictionary. I t
quickly and correctly a nswers the guestions constantly arismg concerning
words - t heir
history,.
spelling, pronunciation ,
meanin g, etc.
A Libr ary in Itself. It a lso gives in a
fonn co:tYcnient f or r eady reference the facts often
y· a a~c ( l Co":lcer ning- etninent persons, ancie n t and
mo:!c~ -, ; r.o ~c<l ficti oious persons a nd p laces; the
<'nP1YTi .. ·• ci ~ics , towns , and natura l feat u res of the
r lu' ~c ; 1 :·n:1 s~ation of foreign qu otations, words,
:.:: ·.11 _·w:c:·bJ ; c:c., e tc., etc.
2'.': f ·; \Yoz·lr- i s Invaluable in t h e house~;~~t. :'_ g~:~~~~~J~~o;~achcr, scholar, p rofessional m a n
Do:.: /.; J L

cEoolcseller s.

<'."-._. C .::::):·ri:::m Co.,Pub' r s,
F'~'1r in~f:. cltl,

J.Iass.

,- d- --. '"~ r nt h :1y c hPap photographic
n ,' - Il L·\ ut ; .lldl' ll Lt:4iiLIOUS.
n:r f'Tl ol f n :· f l"f"n pro~pec tnq c'nnfain·
i:. ~ . : w c . !H1 . I l'~~g t· ~; , iliu:-;trallo us , clc.

COLUMBUS, 0.

RESTAURANT.
Hot Meals and Lunch at all hours.
_ _ _ _ OYSTERS in all styles.

FRESH CANDIES.

The Best of Soft Drinks always on hand.

W. D. Beddow, Proprietor,
Co rn er State and Home Streets,

WESTERVILL E, 0 .

1Qtimesoutof 1Q
The New York Journal recently offered ten bicycles to the ten winners
in a guessing contest, leaving the
choice of machine to each.
ALL CHOSE

Columbia
Bicycles
Nine immediately, and
one after he had looked
at others. The Journal
therefore bought TEN
Columbias at $l00 each.
On even terms a Columbia will be chosen

TEN times out of TEN.
POPE MANUFACTURING CO.
HARTFORD, CONN ,

1896 Art Cat alogue for t wo 2-cent s t am ps.

FOTOGRAPHS

lJ. B~. Publishing Honse,
W. J. SHUEY, Agent,

BEFORE BUYING YOUR PHOTOS

DAYTON, OHIO.

SEE W. L. RICHER FOR SAMPLES
OF WORK DONE BY
STUDENTS will find a full line of

FERSON & WILLIAMS,
527~

\

Text= Books,
Reference Books

North High St.,

COLUMBUS,

OHIO.
-AND-

B est Cabinet Photos $1.50 per dozen, or
three dozens for $4. 00.

STANDARD WORKS OF GENERAL LITERATURE
Constantly in Stock.

Special Prices on Books for Libraries.
ENAMEL FINISH $1 .75 PER DOZEN.
PARIS PANELS ONLY $3.00 PER DOZEN.
- SEND FOR PRICES ON

Proofs shown befo re you leave the gallery.

BIBLES,

THE
FINE PRINTING,

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

•

BINDING AND ELECTROTYPI!IG .

STUDENTS'

BOOK STORE
-CARRIES A FULL LINE OF -

Books,

Bibles,

~LAUVELT\
EXPERT

Fountain Pens, Pencils,
INK, GAMES.
All College Text-Books ordered under direction of the
professors, therefore \ve alw~ys have the right book and
proper edition. ·

, J. L. riORRJSON,
W eya nt Block,.

'VV e sterville , 0.

Diamonds and Precious Stones
OF ALL KINDS.

COR. SPRING AND HIGH,

CHITTENDEN BUILDING,

COLUMBUS, OHIO.

I
_l

